CORRESPONDENCE: -from Sjostrom to Charles L. Turner 25 Feb 1948 re: corrected filmography enclosed 14 page filmography of Sjostrom corrected by Mr Sjostrom in his own handwriting.

- from Lenn Hjortzberg (assistant to Ingmar Bergman) to Charles L. Turner 17 Mar 1960 re: speech given by Bergman on Sjostrom.

copy of Bergman speech on Sjostrom in Swedish 2p. typewritten

English translation of the speech 5p. handwritten
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Manuscript and notes: Notes and various drafts, including text and filmography 142p. (handwritten and typewritten)

Correspondence: to Charles Turner from: Carl Th. Dreyer 12 Feb 1960, 2p signed 14 Feb 1960 (2 notes)
Einer Lauritzen 28 Mar 1960
27 Dec 1949 1 Apr 1968
Henry Hart 5 Feb 1960
Stellan Dahlstedt (Artiebolaget Svensk Filmindustri) 12 Feb 1960
Marie Barry (Time) 7 Apr 1960
from Charles Turner to: Gavin Lambert 20 Dec 1949
Ernst Sulzbach (Filmhistoriska Samlingarna) 29 July 1947